Automated Shades

Solutions that put you in control of your light
The transformative power of light

Think about how your mood changes when a drab, cloudy morning turns into a sun-kissed day, and then that bright afternoon sun softens into a dusky evening. You go from feeling lackluster to energized and then relaxed.

Light energizes life.

Light not only changes the look of the day but also affects the way you feel. Wouldn’t it be nice to adjust the amount of daylight in your home to complement your mood and even help transform it?

With Lutron Shading Solutions, you have the power to do that. The press of one button can shape the lighting in a space to create the perfect atmosphere for any activity.
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The Lutron difference

• Over 20 years of experience and knowledge in the automated shading industry, Lutron is the world leader in precision-controlled, automated shades

• Provides the entire shading solution — the shade itself, electronic drives, controls, power supplies, and hardware — ensuring the highest-quality products and a satisfying customer experience

• Broad breadth of line, with eight shade styles and over 1,000 materials and fabrics for any budget or application

• Collaboration with world-leading textile manufacturers to offer only the highest quality fabrics and materials on our shades

• Exceptional attention to detail for functional — and beautiful — controls, and a wide selection of styles, colors, and finishes

• Seamless integration of daylight, electric light, security systems, and HVAC systems for total home control solutions that allow for a more curated environment

• Works with best-in-class home solutions to provide ultra-reliable shade (and light) integration with your favorite brands

• Global 24/7 customer support
Roller shades

Sivoia QS roller shades complement both traditional and contemporary designs and are available in different sizes to accommodate the needs of any room. Sivoia QS shades are hard-wired solutions.

Precision control
All Lutron shades feature intelligent hembar alignment, which was designed to synchronize all automated shades in a single room or an entire home.

Pocket (recessed into the ceiling) — offers blackout capability for the window and a protective enclosure for the entire shade system.

Fascia (decorative cover) — conceals the roller and is ideal for more conventional spaces as a square profile.
Battery-powered roller shades

Battery-powered shades are simple to install, easy to maintain, and ideal for areas that require a wire-free solution.

Battery basics
Triathlon battery-powered roller shades feature industry-leading battery life and use replaceable, store-bought batteries. Innovative headrail design makes batteries easy to access and change.

Shade sizes
Available in configurations up to 12 feet wide by 12 feet tall.
Fascia options for battery-powered shades

Architectural — provides a clean and contemporary aesthetic for spaces that require a modern finish.

Fabric-wrapped — ideal for applications with a more traditional design aesthetic, fabric-wrapped fascia provides a finished look with fabric to match your shades.

Exposed standard — this slim profile can be hidden with custom top treatments.

Exposed WIDR — this profile can be concealed with a custom top treatment or left uncovered for an industrial aesthetic.
The Palladiom Shading System redefines the beauty of daylight control. Available as a wired or wire-free, battery-operated system, these shades look beautiful from every angle and are designed to be installed without a fascia, pocket, or recess in exposed applications.
Designed to fit anywhere

Palladiom wired shades seamlessly blend into any architectural style. Mount on or above the window frame to highlight the handsome end bracket, or tuck jamb brackets elegantly inside the frame.

End bracket

Center bracket

Jamb bracket
Wire-free flexibility

The Palladiom Wire-Free Shading System brings battery-powered flexibility to the performance and craftsmanship of the Palladiom Shading System.

Lutron’s industry-best battery performance delivers 3–5 years of battery life on six, D-cell batteries.
Fabrics for roller shades

Choose from the highest quality fabrics and materials from world-leading textile manufacturers.

**Sheer**
- Open weaves preserve views to the outside and filter sunlight

**Translucent**
- Tighter weaves transform harsh daylight into a soft, filtered glow

**Blackout**
- Opaque fabrics block light from entering a space
Drapery track systems electronically operate pinch pleat or ripplefold curtains to provide elegant, quiet, and convenient daylight control. All Lutron drapery is made with Customer’s Own Material (COM) to allow your window treatments to coordinate with the interior’s other textiles and furnishings.

Drapery sizes
Lutron drapery track systems provide a wide range of options to suit your needs. Our systems allow for tracks up to 30 feet long, single or multi-bend curved tracks, manual-open override, track splicing, 90° curves, and more.

Straight-track system
The straight track system is available in the following configurations:
- Single or dual track
- Standard single track with lengths up to 18 feet; with up to 30 feet spliced

Curved track
Lutron drapery track can be custom-curved to fit a curved wall, bay window, and many other special applications.
- Standard arc: 90° bend with a 20-inch minimum radius
- Custom arcs are also available (can accommodate center and single draw)
Pleat styles

Pinch pleat — named for the pleated look created by pinched gatherings of the fabric at the top of the drapery. When installed, pins on the back of the drapery are simply looped through the carriers on the track.

Ripplefold — named for the soft, consistent ripples created by the drapery as it hangs from the track. Fullness of the drapery is determined by the carrier spacing. Lutron ripplefold tracks are available in three fullness factors: 80%, 100%, and 120%.

Mounting options
Choose from wall or ceiling mount. Tracks can be mounted in a cove or recessed into the ceiling.
Horizontal sheer blinds

Horizontal sheer blinds pair the soft elegance of a sheer with the precise control of a blind.

Fabric vanes tilt in precise increments between open and closed positions, aligning perfectly across adjacent blinds.
Wood blinds

Wood blinds are an attractive and effective way to ensure privacy while still allowing sunlight to filter into a space. Only Lutron wood blinds offer independent lift and tilt for precision alignment of both height and angle positions between multiple blinds.

Preset

Open tilt

Closed

Note: Wood blinds are not available in Canada.
Battery-powered wood blinds

Triathlon battery-powered wood blinds feature Natural Light Optimization*, an advanced technology that allows blinds to automatically tilt to strategic angles throughout the day based on the sun’s position in the sky. The result is diffuse, direct sunlight that maximizes comfortable daylight. Schedules will adjust as the seasons change. These blinds feature a customized bottom rail so you can easily, manually lift or lower the blinds when necessary.

Finishes

Handcrafted, 2-inch wood slats are made from genuine North American Basswood. Available in 12 stained and 6 painted finishes to complement any interior.

Battery basics

Triathlon battery-powered wood blinds feature industry-leading battery life and use store-bought batteries. Innovative headrail design makes batteries easy to access and change.

Note: Triathlon battery-powered wood blinds are not available in Canada.

*Works with Caséta, RA2 Select, RadioRA 3, and HomeWorks systems with QSX processors
Honeycomb shades

Triathlon battery-powered honeycomb shades are a traditional shade style, easy to maintain, and ideal for areas that require a wire-free solution.

Honeycomb shades come in varying opacities, from light-filtering to room darkening, allowing you to achieve the optimal level of light control and privacy for your space. In addition, all insulated honeycomb shade fabrics have a white backing that acts as a reflector to help keep your space cool and comfortable. With these dual-sided fabrics, you can give each room a signature look while maintaining a uniform appearance from the outside.

Battery basics

Triathlon battery-powered honeycomb shades feature industry-leading battery life and use store-bought batteries. Innovative headrail design makes batteries easy to access and change.

Cable-guided options

Cable-guided honeycomb shades move smoothly and quietly along vertical cables that are mounted to the outside of a door or window frame. These cables prevent shades from swaying, making this solution ideal for doors or areas of heavy airflow.
Architectural honeycomb shades

Triathlon Architectural Honeycomb Shades modernize headrail and hembar design and update fabric options.

**Modernized headrail and hembar**
Crafted from the same premium metals, the reimagined headrail and hembar produce a polished, uniform appearance. A precision-fit back cover, integrated into the headrail design, reduces light leakage to improve natural light control.

**Updated fabric options**
Larger cell size gives an updated look to the classic honeycomb style. Fabrics available in collections of full-range neutrals, decorative prints, and rich textures.
Honeycomb fabrics

Sheer™
- Daylight transmits through the fabric
- Fabric allows views to the outside

Light-filtering™
- Daylight transmits through the fabric
- Fabric limits views to the outside

Room-darkening™
- Completely blocks light through the fabric
- Completely blocks view to the outside

*Available in single- or double-cell options
**Available in single-cell style
Roman shading system

Roman shades give you the advantage of using your own material while still reaping the benefits of Lutron technology. Work with your local Lutron shade specialist to achieve the ultimate design for your space—from the perfect fabric to the number of pleats.

Precision control

Like the other styles of Lutron shades, Romans feature intelligent hembar alignment, which synchronizes all shades/window coverings in one room or throughout a home.

Note: Roman shade kits are not available in Canada.
Custom fabric programs

Customer's Own Material (COM) requests
Drapery or Roman shading systems

Prior to submitting Customer's Own Material requests, it is important to align with a Lutron Qualified Shade Provider to assist with the quotation process. To find a Lutron Qualified Shade Provider, please contact Customer Service at 1.888.588.7661, contact your local Lutron Representative, or visit www.lutron.com for our 'Where to Buy' dealer locator.

Custom printing service
Traditional or Kirbé drapery and roller shades

Give your space a personal touch by reproducing a favorite painting or custom design on a Lutron-approved fabric. You can choose to supply your own design or use one of our pre-designed patterns (below). In just four easy steps, you can select your print, email your request, approve your proof, and place your order.

Roller Shades
Control styles

Choose between keypad styles to coordinate with each room and any home.

- Alisse wall control
- Palladiom keypad
- seeTouch keypad without insert
- seeTouch keypad with insert
- Signature Series keypad
- Architrave keypad (door narrow)
- Architrave keypad (door wide)
- Sunnata RF keypad
- RF seeTouch tabletop keypad
- Shade Pico wireless control
- 4-button Pico wireless control for shades

Please note that colors and finishes are representative and not exact matches. To order a color sample, please contact your Homelicons provider.
Lutron fabric collections

Our fabric offering is curated from leading fabric suppliers all over the world to provide high-quality, fashionable window treatments. With over 1,000 materials to choose from, there is a solution for every application and design aesthetic.

The Classico Collection

The Classico Collection of performance fabrics is available for roller, tensioned, and cable-guided shades.

The Gallery Collection

The Gallery Collection is an extensive line of fashion fabrics for roller shades, horizontal sheer blinds, and wood blinds.

The Atelier Collection

The Atelier Collection is a curated collection of roller shade fabrics that balances design and function. The collection is organized by color, and each deck includes select colors for the fabric family. In this collection, each sheer fabric has a perfectly coordinating blackout option for simple specification.

The Architectural Honeycomb Collection

The Architectural Honeycomb Collection includes a palette of neutral colors in a variety of textures and range of opacities, all featuring a modern ¾ inch cell size.

Lutronfabrics.com

Browse through Lutron’s extensive collection of window shade fabrics using this comprehensive tool. Easily search for fabrics that meet specific shade parameters or find inspiration for your next project by looking through our fabric Photo Gallery. Professionals can stay up to date on all fabric announcements and changes by logging into lutronfabrics.com using your myLutron account — you can even sign up to receive automatic email notifications when changes occur.